
Elevate your 
organization.
To reach the Cloud.



En route to Digital.
Results from KPMG’s 
Harvey Nash Survey.
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The Harvey Nash Survey

4,500 
Responses

$1-3trn 
IT budget2

Decades

86 
Countries

118
Government

agencies
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Changeable times require more nimble technology 

8%

11%

26%

39%

45%

49%

52%

Moving offshore resources
onshore

Restricting investment on
innovation

Reducing longer-term (3+
years) planning

Working more with trusted
partners

Investing more in cyber
security

Finding a way to work with
restrictued budgets

Creating a more nimble
technology platform

How have you adapted 
your technology plans 

to deal with uncertainty?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Companies are now looking for more nimble technologies in order to keep up with the degree of change
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So digital strategies are growing. . .

27%

35%

41%

2015 2016 2017

Proportion of organizations 
with enterprise-wide digital 

strategies

7%

17% 18%

25%

2014 2015 2016 2017

Proportion of organizations 
with CDOs, or someone 
working in that capacity

How effective has your organization 
been in using digital technologies to 

advance its business strategy?

19%

63%

18%

Very effective -
THE “DIGITAL 

LEADER” Not very 
effective

Moderately 
effective

. . . but most organizations are only moderately effective



The Cloud.
Benefits, challenges,  
and solutions
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The Cloud disrupts IT and enables transformation
As a result, the cloud ecosystem is maturing and scaling 

rapidly to respond to the accelerating digital economy
… and organizations are embarking on 
numerous Cloud initiatives:

• Focus on the business, less on operations
• Easily expand globally and in new market at a lower entry cost 
• Drive new cost efficiency and reduce CAPEX
• Rapidly deploy disruptive technologies at a lower entry cost
• Improve user experience and collaborationBenefits

• Deliver highly scalable and transparent IT
• Enable next-gen Business & IT delivery models (agile, DevOps, 

continuous integration / delivery)
• Benefit from top talent increasingly attracted to cloud providers
• Stop guessing capacity demand

Application
Portfolio

Rationalization

Legacy New

Demand

Supply

Business Services 
Innovation

Infrastructure & 
Operations

Rationalization

Technology
Innovation
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It also helps organizations achieve this . . .

COST

VELOCITY

RISK

EXPERIENCE



But what could go wrong?
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Customer confession: what went wrong in their cloud project

. . . additionally  clients
Change is Hard

Lost the Spark

Demand Chaos

Technology 
Centric Approach

Don’t want to figure out the best way if 

someone already knows

Want the best knowledge and people

Are good with 80% of the capability 

resulting is short term time to value
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Change is hard? What about governance . . .
Organizations often lack the governance to keep cloud initiatives integrated to generate the most value.
They must be ready for a profound change in the way they consume and operate IT, manage financials, & deal with security.

Cost Transparency & ROI
Inability to compare cloud and internal cost prevents creation of a 
compelling case. Multi-year implementation plans make case 
harder to sell. 

Evolving Ecosystem & Support Model
Reliance on third party services makes picking the right Cloud 
Service Providers (CSP) a crucial component for successful cloud 
adoption

Business Executive & Stakeholder Support
Efforts by IT to execute an enterprise-level cloud strategy can 
struggle to get senior business support to overcome conflicts, 
reinforcing the status quo

Accounting, Value Realization, Economies of Scale
Piecemeal cloud projects prevent legacy from being retired and 
stranded IT costs from being removed. Shift from CAPEX to OPEX 
impact IT financial planning and accounting 

Operational Readiness
Impact of the cloud on technology operations, service 
management, financial management

Business Impact
The cloud changes the competitive situation

New Risks Not Understood
Cloud introduces new risks which are not well understood

Architectural Impact
The enterprise architecture has to be updated to integrate cloud 
technology

Security
Security architecture has to be updated and cloud offers new 
security solutions

Compliance
Cloud introduces exposure to new regulations constraining 
adoption and requiring new controls

Organic Cloud Expansion
External (vendor) offerings and internal (business unit) demands 
tend to focus on one-off solutions and ignore  requirements of the 
enterprise

Organizational Impact
Choice of cloud model can greatly impact the needs for parts of the 
IT organizations

Migration
Migration becomes a daily activity requiring mature capabilityGovernance
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Implications of a technology-only approach

Many organizations are 
discovering that simply plugging 
into cloud systems will not deliver 
true back-office transformation.

Common pitfalls of employing a technology 
replatform, 
rather than taking a comprehensive 
approach:

Compliance 
violations

Lack of user understanding 
and adoption

Inefficient 
operations

Sub-optimized 
technical architecture

Cloud Technology
…and when it comes to governments, 
security concerns and legacy applications 
make “on premise” a necessity… rather 
than an option

Hybrid Cloud



If you want to win at the Cloud Game . . . 

Go hybrid
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What good looks like: the Hybrid Model

Connected End Points

Collaboration, communication, 
Productivity, Mobility, Access, Social 

Modern Secure Network

Unified, Scalable, Expansive, Mobility, 
Optimized,  Ubiquitous Access 

Hybrid Compute / Storage Capacity

Scalable, Elastic, Optimized,  Available, Resilient, Cost 
Effective

On-Prem / CoLo
SaaS
PaaS
IaaS

DRaaS

workload

Private 
Cloud

Internet

Ubiquitous Protected Data

Mobile Users

Intelligent Work Spaces

“Things” Proliferation

End to end Security
Governance
Integrity
Access

Automation Integrated Services and Operations
Orchestration
Efficiency
Transparency

Video

Voice

Data

Access
Management

Logging and 
Monitoring 

Data Protection
Encryption

Governance Risk & 
Compliance (GRC)

Service Management 
&  DevOps

Asset
Management

Financial 
Management

Technology
Operations

In
te

gr
at

ed

In
te

gr
at

ed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ITSM is necessary as part of your larger / digital transformationPrenominantly driven by people behavior – as you move towards a Cloud digital platform. Cloud brokering changes how you see Cloud and so on



If you want to win at the Cloud Game . . . 

Transform
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6 reasons to transform your organization

The potential benefits associated with Cloud 
transformation take time to realize, increase 
with operational maturity and require 
appropriate investment

It is imperative that IT organizations focus on 
the transformation and not on the supporting 
technology

To gain full benefits of service management, 
the emphasis needs to shift from operational 
efficiency and technical skills to consumer 
satisfaction and softer relationship skills

Establish customer-centric processes that drive 
efficiency and speed and are backed by a skilled and 
trained workforce to ensure business objectives are 
met, measured and monitored

It is imperative to have a robust organizational 
change management strategy for the transformation 
effort

Regular and consistent engagement with functional 
stakeholders, executive leadership and end-users 
throughout the program to engender sustained 
support



If you want to win at the Cloud Game . . . 

Take an holistic approach
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. . .which encompasses ITSM (among others)
Streamlined processes

• Standardization of the IT operational processes 
across the enterprise, consistent execution and 
proactive measurement and monitoring for 
performance

• Increase in transparency
• Safeguarding the value proposition of services
• Proactive management of customer’s voice
• Access of real-time data to make better decisions.

Reduced operating costs
• Reduction of the cost of service delivery and support 

to the business through use of common processes 
and platforms

• Ability to remain competitively relevant to the business
• Ability to free resources for the higher value functions 

such as digital innovation, cloud integration and 
enterprise service management enablement.

Improved customer experience and engagement
• Shift of the customer engagement model from 

transactional delivery to customer-centric experience
• Mature service management with clearly defined 

services
• Ability to completely automate certain services to 

provide the “Help yourself” experience
• Win-win situation for customers, IT and business as a 

result of improved services.

More informed decision-making
• End-to-end visibility into processes and infrastructure 

through a single system of record
• Ability to effectively measure and manage vendor 

relationship across the value chain of business.



ITSM
Lessons learned, and 
a practical example
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Maximizing success “on the Cloud”: lessons learned
01 – OCM is critical to transformation

02Invest in the message

04Recognize that “out of the box” often does not exist

06Let go of the past

03 – Commit to talent

05 – Ensure platform selection accountability lies with the 
transformation team

07 – Remember it’s a journey

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the most important lessons learned is that ITSM transformations are a journey . . .
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You will have to crawl, walk, and run

MODERNIZE

TRANSFORM

PROACTIVE

SELF SERVICE
ANY DEVICE ANYTIME

REALTIME DASHBOARDS
READINESS FOR FUTURE

PREDICTIVE

INCIDENT DEFLECTION
CUSTOMER COMES FIRST 
SERVICE AWARE INSIGHT

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

REACTIVE

BREAK / FIX
LOW EXPERIENCE

MANUAL REPORTING
NOT FUTURE PROOF

INNOVATE

Automate WorkVisualize WorkStructure Work



ITSM, in practice
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Leading Financial Services Co – Cloud Enabled ITSM Transformation

Client Challenge

KPMG Response

Benefits to Client

• Moving off legacy ITSM tool - usability 
challenges / ineffective service mgmt.

• Numerous legacy custom/third-party 
tools to support service management

• No framework for continual service 
improvement

• Introduced unified service catalog with 
improved UX and fulfillment processes

• Conducted process workshops to 
recommend optimal future state

• Defined implementation, training, 
deployment, transition, and HyperCare
strategies

• Efficiency gains through self-service, automation, 
and low overhead

• Advanced technology features: integration 
capabilities, workflow, reporting, and analytics

• Improved CMDB data certification tool and 
process for regulatory compliance

• Deployed improved and harmonized ITIL 
processes in ServiceNow



Transform 
your IT practices.
For what comes next.
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KPMG 
Powered IT. 
For what 
comes next.

Leveraging decades of business and 
technology experience, KPMG Powered 
IT is a smarter way to achieve a step 
change in building IT business impact. 

Designed to work with the ServiceNow
platform, the solution minimizes risk and 
customization, and provides everything 
that can make enterprise software 
implementations more successful.

We will work with you, shoulder-to-
shoulder, to unleash the power of the 
cloud and realize the benefits it has to 
offer.
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KPMG Powered IT
The latest addition to the KPMG Powered Enterprise suite of solutions, Powered IT represents an innovative and value driven 

strategy and implementation model for ServiceNow clients that truly delivers on the Business of IT.

Innovate
Understand business needs and
demand, drive innovation and
manage the service portfolio

Deliver
Plan, build, deploy and provide IT
services to the business and to
end users via efficient processes
and a positive user experience

Automate
Orchestrate and automate the many
IT operational and infrastructure
tasks needed to provision
and manage IT services

Optimize
Provide transparency into the

costs of IT and optimize the
value of IT services

Protect
Secure IT services and data,

resolve security threats, promote
compliance to policies and

regulations and reduce IT risks

Support
Capabilities that work to determine 

the availability and performance
of IT services while providing

excellent customer support

THE
BUSINESS

OF IT
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KPMG
Powered IT
Includes…

Functional
Process,
Governance
& Controls

Service
Delivery
Model

People

Supporting
Technology,
Data &
Reports

–Target Operating Model
–ITSM & ServiceNow Governance
–Process Packs
–Operational Metrics & KPIs

–Delivery Methodology
–Process & SDLC
–Catalog Factory Method
–Discovery & Service Mapping
–Release Planning & Hypercare

–ServiceNow Architecture
–Stories & Design Specs
–Pre-configured Modules
–Integration Specs & Test Scripts
–Suggested Taxonomies

–Stakeholder Analysis Questionnaire
–Communications Plan
–Leadership Action Plan
–Training & Hypercare Plans
–Training Collateral

KPMG Powered IT 
An out-of-the-box approach with outside-the-box value
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— Target operating models
— Service delivery model and organizational design
— People, roles and responsibilities 
— Process taxonomies
— Functional processes with embedded leading practices
— Pre-configured  cloud applications
— Controls catalogue and GRC
— Defined data models and reports
— KPI libraries
— Industry insight
— Next generation project delivery tools – powered 

execution suite

How KPMG Powered IT helps clients achieve migration 
to the Cloud

KPMG Powered IT is more than template-driven technology implementation 

Our Cloud solution is pre-defined, with embedded leading practices, enabling speed to 
value and certainty of business transformation outcomes.

Functional 
Process

People
Governance & 

Controls

Data & 
Reporting

Service 
Delivery 
Model

Supporting 
Technology

KPMG 
Powered 

Enterprise
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Our Transformation Approach – Powered IT

Service Delivery Model

People

Data & Reporting

Functional Process

Supporting Technology

Governance & Controls

TransitionTestBuildDesignStart-up

DeployConstructValidateVision Time savings

Traditional Implementation

KPMG Powered Enterprise Implementation

Powered IT provides clients with a comprehensive solution to address managing the business of IT. Much more than a 
technology solution, the Powered IT 6 layer model provides best in class assets for the governance and operation of IT with a
fully supporting configuration on the ServiceNow platform.

Unlike traditional implementations, Powered IT accelerates implementation through an adapt versus adopt approach. And by 
providing the governance, organizational and operational assets a full transformation can be achieved rapidly accelerating time 
to value.
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Supporting Technology

4 Integration specs

5 Suggested taxonomies

6 Test Scripts

1 ServiceNow architecture

2 Stories and design specs

3 Pre-configured modules

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aligned to the process are technology artefacts. For each process, there are default stories which we review and tailor as neededWe have preconfigured modules for each process/app.There is also an architecture guide and integration design for typical enterprise integrations such as Foundation data population and SSO



Yvon Audette
National Service Line Leader
IT Advisory
yaudette@kpmg.ca
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